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Li’l Robin is a strategic design  
consultancy specializing in 
branding and publishing. We 
help you create publications that 
are  engaging and meaningful.  
We work with you to define your 
content strategy and how to use 
each medium effectively—book, 
magazine, website, tablet and app.

LI’L ROBIN sTRATEgiC DEsign FOR DigiTAl & pRinT
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Engaging with activism
On his “Awearness” blog, the fashion designer Kenneth Cole shares about 
his involvement in social causes, specifically what he refers to as the 
“four socially aware pillars of discussion: social Rights, Well-being, political 
landscape and hard Times.” in 2007, he approached Melcher Media to 
publish a book that would convey some of the most poignant stories from 
individuals who have devoted their time to social causes.

We wanted the look and feel of the book to mirror the earnest call to 
action of Cole and his Awearness partners and to express the passion the 
contributors have for their causes. At the same time, we wanted to pair 
these insightful personal stories with the surprising statistical facts.

Teaming up with Kenneth Cole’s creative team, Melcher Media, and 
illustrator Andy pressman, we art directed and designed the book to feel 
dynamic and relevant, using bold typography and clean page layouts to 
draw the reader’s attention from one poignant story to the next. pictographs 
alert readers to sidebars and data; and photography is used to balance 
the typographic features and add a personal face to the issues. We created 
a fluid design that balances type, graphics, and photography, but respects 
the reader’s desire to engage directly with the activists’ words. 

For more about Awearness, visit the blog at http://awearnessblog.com/.

keNNeth cOLe AWEARnEss
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Bringing photography to life
since 2009, li’l Robin has worked with liFE books to design several of the 
publisher’s titles. The books tell stories through images, often pulling 
 photography from the extensive Time & life picture collection. Each book 
maintains the iconic liFE brand but creates a unique setting for the subject. 
The design elements are carefully coordinated to establish a framework that 
makes the images the focus, bringing the brilliant photography to “life.”

Opposite: published in 2011, Remembering George Harrison: 10 Years Later 
commemorated the tenth anniversary of the death of the “quiet” beatle. 
The book’s subdued design conveys the soulfulness of the musician and 
helps create an intimate portrait of his life.

Following spread: Titanic: The Tragedy that Shook the World—One Century 
Later commemorates the centennial of the sinking of the legendary ship. 
Our design uses period typography and motifs to create a historical context 
for the book’s content, including first-person accounts from survivors, 
 diagrams and images of the vessel, and the disaster’s cultural legacy in 
books and films.

The Greatest Unsolved Mysteries of All Time examines 50 historic cases 
of the unknown, including the disappearance of Amelia Earhart, the identity 
of Jack the Ripper, and the fate of Russian grand Duchess Anastasia. 
We  created an arresting cover design of a magnifying glass passing over 
the title, inviting the reader to examine the book. The bold typography 
complements the iconic liFE logo.

LIfe BOOks gEORgE hARRisOn, TiTAniC, unsOlvED MysTERiEs
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A consistent look for  
an unusual series
An offshoot of the popular Weird U.S. series, the Weird History books 
explore historical curiosities and strange phenomena in different regions 
of the country. sterling publishing asked li’l Robin to create a unique 
and consistent look for the books, to help establish the spinoff as a series 
in its own right.

Our template for the books provides a strong, clear structure that guides 
readers on their road trip through the unusual. The flexible grid 
accommodates many different image styles and types of information, with 
pictures silhouetted for emphasis and consistency and titles set in large, 
attention-grabbing wood block type. humorous blurbs and fun facts provide 
multiple entry points for the reader as they wander through the weird.

steRLINg puBLIshINg WEiRD hisTORy
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An interactive  
experience in print
sterling publishing asked li’l Robin to take on the redesign of their science 
series, inside. geared towards young readers, the books explain natural 
phenomena in titles like Inside Earthquakes, Inside Lightning, and Inside 
Volcanoes. The books consist of foldout pages, making the experience 
highly interactive. 

As the series already existed, one of our main goals was to improve upon the 
overarching look and feel. We simplified the design to create a graphically 
clean, fun and engaging system. To appeal to children, we used a bright 
color palette and elements like “bubbles” for fun facts. The intricate charts 
and diagrams are balanced with large, dramatic images of the phenomena.

steRLINg puBLIshINg insiDE sERiEs
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KIDS MAY HAVE LITTLE HANDS, and even littler attention
spans, but their desire for technologically sophisticated
toys is growing by leaps and bounds. Brought up in a
world where cell phones and Internet access seem as ele-
mentary as peanut butter and jelly, children are no longer
content with flickering lights, basic beeps, or pull-string
voice activation: They want products as high-tech and
multifunctional as the ones they see their parents using.
Toy makers are eager to deliver the goods, but designing
products that satiate a child’s hard-wired hunger for tech-
nology is no simple matter.

“Creating quality tech products specifically for children
can be trickier than creating products for adults,” says
Luke Williams, an industrial designer at frog design,
which recently completed a set of two-way radios and cord-
less telephones for a Disney-Motorola venture. The tricki-
ness comes from the fact that the technology must not
only be flawless, it must be masked by a layer of fun.
Drawing from years of experience in developing products
for youngsters and adults alike, frog design has established
a set of specific guidelines that help balance the tech stuff
and the fun stuff, without losing sight of the safety stuff.
For example, designers must use materials that are rugged,
yet comfortable for little hands. They must create a user
interface that is simple and intuitive, and they must be
wary of the size and detachability of components that
could be swallowed. They must find forms that express a
certain playfulness, but are sturdy enough to withstand 
a typical toddler’s abuse.

The key, says Williams, is getting kids involved. At some
point in the development cycle, frog invites a team of tots
over to play and then assesses how they react to the items
they are given. The kids are put in a room with toyboxes

In today’s high-tech world, designing 
kids’ toys is not mere child’s play.

THE LITTLE DEVILS

Hollywood designers often look to
microscopic creatures like euglena
or dust mites for inspiration in cre-
ating artificial aliens. The reference
materials for the images on this
page come from no further than
the candy aisle at the supermarket.

To download pattern, go
to www.edesignmag.com.

The pink asteroids in this illustra-
tion were inspired by little pastel-
colored hard candies commonly
sold by Asian confectioners. They
taste like pure sugar, but look
extra stylish in your candy dish.

A two-dimensional  
translation of web
introduced in 2002, eDesign was a pioneering publication that anticipated  
the evolution of design from print to digital media. li’l Robin’s Anke stohlmann 
was the magazine’s founding art director, establishing a strong brand and 
graphic system for the bi-monthly publication. Conceived for an audience 
of interactive designers, eDesign was a must-have printed piece for a 
community married to the digital realm. According to howard Cadel, eDesign’s 
publisher (at RC publications), “The biggest challenge (was) the difficulty 
in showing on a printed page material that is better presented interactively.”

Our solution was to design the magazine as a two-dimensional translation  
of web aesthetics, with crystal clear navigation and distinctive icons 
 identifying sections. Colorful illustrations adorned the cover and feature 
well, giving the reader additional entry points into each story. sidebars 
 accommodated different levels of readers’ expertise. The magazine’s 
 innovative design was honored with gold and silver medals from the 
 society for publication Designers.

edesIgN MAgAzinE
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18  CATAlYsTsdr.com

Executive Summary
steve Masterson, COO of Kiska, discusses the need to balance the desires of designers with the desires of consumers and our envi-
ronment. Masterson offers a brief history of product design and speaks to its ability to create desire in consumers. He emphasizes 
the need for organizations to marry their business and design strategies in an effective, sustainable, and eco-conscious manner.

Establishing 
a Creative 
Economy

By sTEVE MAsTERsOn

‘Designing Desire’ implies two things: creating a design that responds to the rational 
and technical demands of a product, and creating desire in people for that product. 

Companies that develop an integrated design process to capture that emotion within 
their design strategy create desire for products that people will want to possess.

Product designers understand desire. They work  
to align the technical demands and ergonomics of a  
product with targeted, tailored and enticing aesthetics.  

A good design captures the attention of the user. It  
has the ability to stimulate sales, influence 

emotion and develop brand value. 
Great design meets desire at

A vibrant voice for  
design strategy
Catalyst strategic Design Review is the journal of the Design Management 
program of pratt institute. presenting case studies and feature articles, the 
magazine documents and explains design strategy for an audience of 
corporate decision makers who have an influence on design. li’l Robin was 
enlisted to create a comprehensive redesign of the journal, establishing 
a sophisticated look and clear and cohesive visual architecture. Our design 
 creates a consistent framework that supports in-depth themes for each issue.

Catalyst aims to reach business leaders, and we felt that to communicate 
effectively with this audience, the publication needed to have a solidly 
professional look. We created a strong and clear structure for the magazine 
that establishes a branded consistency from issue to issue, so that readers 
recognize the Catalyst aesthetic. At the same time, the system allows for 
variations and creativity in the design of each issue.

The re-envisioned Catalyst is vibrant, with a consistent voice that beautifully  
frames the editorial content and gives the journal a sophisticated look 
and feel. We established a hierarchy and grid for the page design and 
reorganized the front-of-book and back-of-book sections so they were 
clearly interrelated and differentiated from the feature well. We also designed 
sidebars, information graphics, and other visual elements to organize the 
magazine’s content and provide numerous entry points for the reader.  
Catalyst’s modern appearance is matched by its cutting-edge production 
method. it is printed “on-demand” when readers purchase issues through 
the MagCloud website.

cAtALYst MAgAzinE

Designing 
Desire:
The DNA of Desire 
and Design

Issue 6  I  wInter 2010 Strategic Design Review

Designing 
Desire:
Material 
Matters

Issue 7  I  sprIng 2011 Strategic Design Review
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Engaging and informing  
the reader
li’l Robin is frequently invited to serve as “guest” art director for various 
sections of The new york Times, including the book Review and science 
Times sections.  

in each case, we create engaging, original art direction while working within 
the existing new york Times design grid. We provide a consistent look 
throughout the sections and commission illustrations that accompany the 
articles. We also design and art direct distinctive cover art for the sections.

Each section poses its own unique challenges, depending on the content 
and the speed with which the work must be produced. Most importantly, 
each assignment gives us the opportunity to work with an impressive array 
of talents within the Times universe—designers, illustrators, editors, and 
line producers.

the New YORk tImes bOOK REviEW
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Leo Lerman once turned down an invitation from the king and queen of 
Spain so he could dine with the Condé Nast publishing magnate Donald 
Newhouse.  Another time, he flatly rejected a “Narcissus naked” Yul Brynner, who was 
begging him to sleep with him and pathetically murmuring, “Why won’t you? Why 
won’t you?”    The first, and probably only, woman Lerman ever saw naked was his great 

friend Marlene Dietrich, at a time when she was having what he described 
in a diary entry as an “intense affair with Yul.”  According to Lerman’s 

lifelong love and partner, the artist Gray Foy,  Dietrich had asked Lerman into her 
bath to demonstrate  ‘‘the female anatomy.”   Apparently, Lerman took in the view with 
respectful attention, if not passion. But he was not always so above-it-all. Meeting

Istvan Banyai

Life of the Party

Jennifer Senior: The Post before Murdoch  |  Eric Alterman: Democrats of New York

Section 7 Copyright © 2007 The New York Times

April 22, 2007

By Liesl Schillinger

Continued on Page 12

THE GRAND SURPRISE The Journals of Leo Lerman. Edited by Stephen Pascal. Illustrated. 654 pp. Alfred A. Knopf. $37.50. 
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Liesl Schillinger on Trezza Azzopardi    Rachel Donadio in the archive market

Section 7 Copyright © 2007 The New York Times

March 25, 2007

Continued on Page 8

A  BRAZEN shout from long trumpets held high at 
the angle of a Hitler salute. Cut to medium close-
up of young Aryan faces with puffed cheeks. Dolly 

back as two new biographies of Leni Riefenstahl   appear 
virtually at once. Jürgen Trimborn’s book, well translated 
from the German by Edna McCown,  has the better pic-
tures.  Steven Bach’s book, backed up by his deep person-
al experience as a high-echelon film executive handling 
dingbat directors,  has the better text. Though neither 
book is precisely adulatory,  put them together and they 
add up to an awful lot of attention. She might be dead, 
but she won’t lie down. 

The same was true for much of the time she was 
still alive. Born in 1902,  she lived for more than  a hun-
dred years.  In less than half that time, she acquired a 
brilliant reputation. But she had to spend the rest of her 
life mounting a posthumous defense of it. 

Already nationally famous in the   pre-Nazi period 
as an actress and director,  in the Nazi period  she grew 
world famous by giving the new, globally ambitious po-
litical movement a screen image of overwhelming au-
thority, glamorous even to those who sensed its evil.

Some spectators thought even at the time that her 
cinematic gift had served to legitimize a murderous 
ideology, but almost nobody belittled her artistic talent. 
She was thus able, when the Nazis lost, to invoke the 
principle that art trumps politics. Photographed too of-
ten with her raised hand pointed in Hitler’s direction,  
quoted too often on the subject of his transformative 
vision,   she was unable to deny that she had held her 
mentor in high regard,  but she never stopped denying 
until her long-postponed last gasp that she had ever 
known much about what the Nazis were really up to.   
She had been too busy being a great artist. 

Reich
Star
By Clive James

LENI
The Life and Work of Leni Riefenstahl.
By Steven Bach.
Illustrated. 386 pp. Alfred A. Knopf. $30.

LENI RIEFENSTAHL
A Life. By Jürgen Trimborn.
Translated by Edna McCown.
Illustrated. 351 pp. Faber & Faber. $30.

Carin Goldberg
GEOFFREY GRANDFIELD

Meet, 
Pay, Love
By Toni Bentley

Money and sex. Sex and money. Sounds dirty 
already. Is it the money that makes the sex dirty? 
Or the sex that makes the money dirty? Or, rath-
er, the puritan  strain that says they’re both dirty? 
How sexy! I mean, how inappropriate! And yet 
here we are again and again . . . and again. It’s 
former Gov. Eliot Spitzer of New York spending 
$80,000 on escorts , the parents (the parents!) 
of Senator John Ensign of Nevada distributing 
$96,000 to their son’s mistress and her family , 
Gov. Mark Sanford of South Carolina using tax-
payer dollars to visit his South American “soul 
mate”  and the $4 million rock  on Kobe Bryant’s 
wife’s finger after his adulterous mishap . Money 
to get the sex, and money to make it go away. 

If you are thinking this dynamic pairing is only 
for public figures , just contemplate your own di-
vorce,  past, present or future . And yet, still, it is 
taboo to regard sex and money as inextricably 
interwoven, to  openly speak of them together. 
Why is sex supposed to be free? It never is. Ask 
anyone. Like Sebastian Horsley , England’s low-
rent Oscar Wilde. “The difference between sex 
for money and sex for free,” he writes, “is that sex 
for money always costs a lot less.”  Money is the 
elephant in every bedroom, making your parents’ 
constant presence look positively bourgeois.

But the connection is seeping into the main-
stream. Witness Steven Soderbergh’s recent film, 
“The Girlfriend Experience,”  which is about an 
expensive call girl and stars the real-life porn star

HOS, HOOKERS, CALL GIRLS, AND RENT BOYS   
Professionals Writing on Life, Love, Money, and Sex.  
Edited by David Henry Sterry and R. J. Martin Jr.  
333 pp. Soft Skull Press. Paper, $15.95.  

WALTER KIRN ON THOMAS PYNCHON  PAGE 9    |    HELEN VENDLER ON WALLACE STEVENS  PAGE 13

Copyright © 2009 The New York Times
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N March 1940, in the “midnight of the century”  that 
marked the depth of the Hitler-Stalin pact  (or in oth-
er words, at a time when civilization was menaced by 
an alliance between two Voldemorts or “You-Know-

Whos”), George Orwell took the time to examine the state 
of affairs in fantasy fiction for young people. And what 
he found (in an essay called “Boys’ Weeklies”)  was an 
extraordinary level of addiction to the form of story that 
was set in English boarding schools. Every week, boys 
(and girls) from the poorer quarters of industrial towns 
and from the outer edges of the English-speaking Empire 
would invest some part of their pocket-money to keep up 
with the adventures of  Billy Bunter, Harry Wharton, Bob 
Cherry,  Jack Blake and the other blazer-wearing denizens 
of Greyfriars and St. Jim’s.  As he wrote:

“It is quite clear that there are tens and scores of thou-
sands of people to whom every detail of life at a ‘posh’ 
public school is wildly thrilling and romantic. They 
happen to be outside that mystic world of quadrangles 
and house-colors, but they can yearn after it, daydream 
about it, live mentally in it for hours at a stretch. The 
question is, Who are these people?” 

I wish that the morose veteran of Eton and St. Cypri-
an’s  had been able to join me on the publication night of 
“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows,” when I went to 
a bookstore in Stanford, Calif., to collect my embargoed 
copy on behalf of the Book Review.  Never mind the stall 
 that said “Get Your House Colors Here” and was deal-
ing with customers wise in the lore of Ravenclaw and 
Slytherin.  On the floor of the shop, largely transformed 
into the Gryffindor common room for the occasion, 

HARRY POTTER AND 
THE DEATHLY HALLOWS
By J. K. Rowling.
Illustrated by Mary GrandPré.
759 pp. Arthur A. Levine Books/Scholastic. $34.99. 

Nathaniel Philbrick on Amerigo Vespucci  |  Liesl Schillinger on teenage vampires

Section 7 Copyright © 2007 The New York Times

August 12, 2007

By Christopher Hitchens

Continued on Page 10

The Boy 
Who Lived

Christian Northeast
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Taking a project cross-platform
li’l Robin was commissioned by strategic Design studio to develop an 
ipad app prototype for its client Kaiser permanente. sDs designed the 
healthcare consortium’s 2010 annual report and wanted to show the  
company a new way to approach its 2011 annual report: producing a 
printed report in conjunction with an ipad app. Adobe’s single edition 
technology allows designers to easily take a piece conceived for print to 
the digital platform.

We based the design of the app on the printed piece, but added platform-
specific interactivity that expands the experience, including audio (a 
 message from the CEO), video, slideshows, and interactive charts with 
 additional information.

kAIseR peRmANeNte AnnuAl REpORT ipAD App (pROTOTypE)
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LI’L ROBIN sTRATEgiC DEsign FOR DigiTAl & pRinT

Our best ideas come out of 
 communication, and we’d  
like to hear from you. Please  
contact us if you’d like further  
information or have questions 
about our work. We look forward 
to collaborating with you.

LI’L ROBIN 

333 hudson st., suite 303 

new york, ny 10013

646.808.0691

hello@lilrobin.com
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